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Abstract. Energetic-particle-driven geodesic acoustic modes (EGAMs) channeling
in the Large Helical Device (LHD) plasmas are systematically investigated for the first
time using MEGA code. MEGA is a hybrid simulation code for energetic particles
interacting with a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fluid. In the present work, both the
energetic particles and the bulk ions are described kinetically. The EGAM profiles
in the three-dimensional form is illustrated. Then, EGAM channeling behaviors are
analyzed under different conditions. During the EGAM activities without frequency
chirping, EGAM channeling occurs in the linear growth stage but terminates in the
decay stage after the saturation. During the EGAM activities with frequency chirping,
EGAM channeling occurs continuously. Also, low-frequency EGAM makes the energy
transfer efficiency (Eion/EEP ) higher, and this is confirmed by changing the energetic
particle pressure, energetic particle beam velocity, and energetic particle pitch angle.
Moreover, higher bulk ion temperature makes the energy transfer efficiency higher. In
addition, under a certain condition, the energy transfer efficiency in the deuterium
plasma is lower than that in the hydrogen plasma.
1. Introduction
Geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) is an oscillatory zonal flow coupled with density and
pressure perturbations in toroidal plasmas[1–6]. In the past years, energetic-particle-
driven GAM (EGAM) has been observed in JET, DIII-D, Large Helical Device (LHD),
HL-2A, ASDEX-Upgrade, and TCV[7–14]. Many papers have been devoted to various
aspects of EGAMs. For example, the basic properties including dispersion relations
and resonant conditions[15–33], the continuum damping effect and Landau damping
effect[16, 34–37], the different frequency branches[15, 16, 38–41], and the subcritical
EGAM instabilities[42–44] were studied. In the DIII-D experiment, the neutron






































































Simulation of EGAM channeling using MEGA code 2
emission drops during the EGAM activities suggest energetic ion losses[9]. Also, in
the LHD experiment, anomalous bulk ion heating during the EGAM activity suggests
the existence of EGAM channeling[45]. In addition, EGAMs interact with turbulence
and thus affect the plasma transport and confinement[46, 47]. Thus, the understanding
of the EGAMs is important for magnetic confinement fusion, because the energetic
particles need to be well confined and the bulk plasma heating efficiency should be
enhanced.
The EGAM channeling phenomenon has excited the interest of many researchers
because of the direct significance for plasma heating. The energy channel of GAM
was discussed within the framework of quasilinear theory, and the possibility of the
GAM channeling was proved for the first time in Ref.[48]. Then the energy transfer
between particles and mode were simulated with a flat equilibrium profile for the
first time[49]. In LHD, after observing the EGAM channeling for the first time[45],
another investigation was made to find the relation between EGAM channeling and
the shear of safety factor[50]. Also, various simulations are devoted to the EGAM
channeling phenomena. The mechanism of EGAM channeling based on a realistic LHD
configuration was clarified for the first time using MEGA code[51], and the energy
transfer during EGAM activities in ASDEX-Upgrade is analyzed using ORB5 and
GENE codes[52, 53]. However, at present, the systematic investigation of EGAM energy
channel has not been carefully conducted, and thus, it is difficult for experimentalists
to reproduce the EGAM channeling in various devices. In LHD, the EGAM phenomena
were observed only under the low density conditions but not under the normal density
or high density conditions. The present paper is devoted to the systematic investigation
of the EGAM channeling under different conditions, and is organized as follows. In
section 2, the simulation model and conditions are described. In section 3, the EGAM
profile in three-dimensional form is shown, and the bulk ion heating efficiency during
EGAM activities under different cases are compared. In section 4, the main conclusions
are summarized.
2. Simulation model and parameters
A hybrid simulation code MEGA[54–59] for energetic particles interacting with a
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) fluid is used for the simulations of EGAMs. The hybrid
model is widely used in the fusion community[60]. There are two versions of MEGA.
In the conventional version, only the energetic particles are described by the kinetic
equations, while in the extended version both the energetic particles and the thermal
ions are described kinetically. The simulation of the EGAM channeling is conducted
with the extended version, and the simulation model in the present work is the same as
Ref. [57] and Ref. [51]. This kinetic description of bulk ions is very important for EGAM
channeling simulation, because the Landau damping process is a kind of wave-particle
interaction process, and this process can be well simulated by the kinetic thermal ions
model. The following equations in the extended model[51] are different from those in


















































































E = −uE⊥ ×B +
∇‖pe
(−e)ne
+ η(j− jeq), (2)
ρ = ρi + ρh, (3)



















The subscript h denotes the hot particles. In the present work, hot particles represent
energetic particles. We avoid using subscript EP to keep consistent with previous
literature. The subscript i denotes the bulk ions. The subscript eq denotes equilibrium
state. Equation (1) is momentum equation, and Eq.(2) is Ohm’s law. The particle-in-
cell (PIC) method is applied for ρi, ρh, ρivi‖, ρhvh‖, pi‖, pi⊥, ph‖, and ph⊥. The collisions
are not modeled in the PIC scheme of the present simulation, thus the bulk ions do
not absorb energy from energetic particles via collision processes. This is reasonable
because the beam velocity is higher than critical velocity, and then, the collisions
between energetic particles and bulk ions are negligible[61]. A similar model can also
be found in Ref. [19].
A realistic 3-dimensional equilibrium generated by HINT code is used for the
simulation[62]. This equilibrium data is the same as that in Ref. [51], based on the
LHD shot #109031 at time t = 4.94 s. At this moment, the EGAM activity is very
strong[45], thus it is appropriate for reproducing the EGAM phenomenon. The following
four parameters for the EGAM simulation are based on an LHD experiment[45]: 1) The
plasma major radius R0 = 3.75 m. 2) The magnetic field strength on the magnetic axis
B0 = 1.5 T. 3) The electron density in plasma center ne = 0.072×1019 m−3, and density
profile is the same as the experiment. And finally, 4) The safety factor q = 2.82 on the
magnetic axis, and q = 0.83 on the plasma edge. Hydrogen plasma is assumed, that is
the same as the experiment. But in order to investigate the isotope effects, deuterium
plasma is also considered in a case. Also, to make the parameter scan, the parameter
of the injected neutral beam energy ENBI is not always the same as the realistic value
170keV. In addition, a Gaussian-type pitch angle distribution function




is assumed for the energetic particles, where Λ = µB0/E is the pitch angle variable, µ
is the magnetic moment, E is the particle energy, Λpeak represents the pitch angle for
the distribution peak, and ∆Λ is a parameter to control the distribution width. Similar








































































Simulation of EGAM channeling using MEGA code 4
to ENBI , Λpeak is not always the realistic value 0.1. A slowing-down energetic particle
distribution function and a Maxwellian bulk ion distribution are assumed in the paper.
The number of computational particles is 8 million for both energetic particles and
bulk ions, but in some cases, a larger number of particles, 67 million, is also used to
decrease the noise. Cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, z) are employed. For LHD equilibrium,
there are ten pitches in the toroidal direction (φ direction). Since the toroidal mode
number of the GAM is n = 0, for simplicity, only one pitch from φ = 0 to φ = 0.2π is
used for the present simulation, while the other nine pitches from φ = 0.2π to φ = 2π
are obtained by periodic extension. This simplification is valid as shown in Ref. [44, 51],
and the simplification saves a considerable amount of computational resources and time.
The numbers of grid points of this pitch in the (R, φ, z) directions are (128, 64, 128),
respectively.
3. Simulation results
3.1. Mode profiles in three-dimensional form
The simulated mode profile of pressure perturbation δP is shown in Fig. 1. In the top
part of the figure, the plasma shape in LHD is shown, and the four slices represent the
poloidal cross sections at different φ positions. In the bottom part of the figure, the
poloidal cross section at four different times or four different phases are shown in the
map views. From left to right, the first map view cross section represents δP at the
initial phase or phase equals to 0, and the perturbation is almost zero. The second
map view cross section represents δP at phase equals to π/2, and the perturbation is
very strong. The green color represents the positive δP , while the red color represents
the negative δP . The third map view cross section represents δP at phase equals to π.
The perturbation is almost zero, and this cross section and the first cross section are in
anti-phase. The last map view cross section (inside the rectangle with black boundary)
represents δP at phase equals to 3π/2, and the perturbation is very strong. This cross
section and the second cross section are in anti-phase. The two rectangles with black
boundary represent original size and enlarged size, respectively.
This mode peaks in the core region, very close to the plasma center. The mode
width is very large, and that means the simulated mode is a global mode. It is very clear
that the poloidal mode number is m = 1. The mode profile properties are consistent
with the nature of GAM and EGAM[1, 2, 15, 22].
3.2. EGAM channeling with and without frequency chirping
EGAM channeling with and without frequency chirping performs differently, as shown
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the case with energetic particle pressure βEP = 0.08%.
Fig. 2(a) shows the energy evolution of energetic particles and bulk ions. Fig. 2(b)
shows the evolution of amplitude (solid line) and frequency (line with points). The
simulation time is only 0.25 ms, thus the width of time window is not sufficient to show
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Figure 1. The simulated mode profile of pressure perturbation in three-dimensional
form.
the evolution of frequency spectrum with good frequency resolution. Instead of the fast
Fourier transform (FFT), the mode frequency is simply evaluated by f = 1/T , where
T is period and calculated by the time interval between the points of vθ = 0, that
means, the cross points of the solid line (vθ) and vθ = 0 straight line. The frequency
is approximately constant at 40 kHz. The plotted frequency is in the range between
36 kHz and 44 kHz. The disturbance of frequency is caused by strong wave-particle
interactions. In the case without frequency chirping, the energy channel is established
in linear growth phase and saturated phase, but after the saturation, the mode starts
to decay at 0.14 ms and the energy channel is closed. In decay phase, the energetic
particles hardly lose energy, and the bulk ions do not absorb energy.
Figure 2(c) and (d) show the case with βEP = 0.04%. It is the same case as Fig. 4
of Ref. [51], but plotted in different forms. Fig. 2(c) shows the energy evolution of
energetic particles and bulk ions. Fig. 2(d) shows the evolution of amplitude (solid line)
and frequency (line with points). In order to maintain the consistency with Fig. 2(b),
the frequency of Fig. 2(d) is evaluated by f = 1/T , not by FFT as shown in Fig. 4 of
Ref. [51]. The mode frequency is kept constant in the linear growth phase. Then, in
nonlinear saturated phase, the frequency changes between 50 kHz and 64 kHz, but the
frequency tendency is chirping up. This result is the same as Fig. 4 of Ref. [51]. In the
frequency chirping phase, energetic particles lose energy continuously, and the bulk ions
absorb energy continuously. This suggests that the energy channel is always maintained
by EGAM.
The above difference can be interpreted by Ref. [51]. In Ref. [51], the clump of bulk
ions are created, and the particles in the clump keep resonant with the mode during the
frequency chirping. Thus, the bulk ions can absorb energy continuously via resonance.
But for the mode without frequency chirping, the resonance can not be maintained in
the nonlinear phase. Thus, when the decay of the mode starts, the energy channel closes






























































































































Figure 2. The energy evolution of energetic particles and bulk ions with (a)
βEP = 0.08% and (c) βEP = 0.04%. The poloidal velocity vθ time evolution (solid
lines) and frequency (lines with points) are also shown with (b) βEP = 0.08% and (d)
βEP = 0.04%.
at once, and then, the bulk ions can not absorb any energy.
3.3. Time evolution of energy transfer efficiency
Both the energy absorbed by bulk ions Eion and the energy lost from energetic particles
EEP changes together. Then, a question may arise regarding how the energy transfer
efficiency Eion/EEP changes with time. In order to illustrate the time evolution of
energy transfer efficiency, Fig. 3 is plotted. In Fig. 3(a), the energy transfer of bulk
ions and energetic particles are plotted with solid curves. They change from almost 0
to 1.3× 10−5 and −3.0× 10−5, respectively. The energy evolution perturbs because of
the wave-particle interactions. The dashed curve represents a coefficient k multiplied
by the energy transfer of energetic particles, where k = −0.47. It is very clear that in
Fig. 3 the energy transfer efficiency Eion/EEP = 0.47 and this value does not change
with time because 1) the dashed curve and the solid curve coincide from the beginning
to the end, and 2) the coefficient k is a constant which does not change with time.
Similar conclusions can also be made from Fig. 2, although the dashed curves are not
plotted to keep the figure clean. In Fig. 2(a), from t = 0 to t = 0.14 ms, the energy
transfer efficiency is always 0.61. After t = 0.14 ms, the energy channel is closed and
thus the bulk ions do not absorb energy. In Fig. 2(c), from beginning to the end, the
energy transfer efficiency is always 0.42.
3.4. Energy transfer efficiency and mode frequency
It is claimed that the EGAM channeling is caused by sideband resonance[51], then,
energy transfer efficiency should increase with the decrease of mode frequency. In
order to confirm that, three figures are plotted for demonstration. Fig. 4 shows the
energy transfer efficiency and mode frequency versus energetic particle pressure. The
energy transfer efficiency increases with the energetic particle pressure, while the mode































































































Figure 3. (a) The time evolution of energy transfer of bulk ions and energetic particles
(solid curves). The dashed curve represent a constant k multiplied by the energy
transfer of energetic particles where k = −0.47. (b) The poloidal velocity vθ time
evolution.
frequency decreases with the increase of the energetic particle pressure. In other words,
the energy transfer efficiency increases with the decrease of mode frequency. Fig. 5
shows the energy transfer efficiency and mode frequency versus energetic particle beam
energy or beam velocity. The energy transfer efficiency decreases with the increase of
energetic particle beam energy, while the mode frequency increases with beam energy.
In other words, again, the energy transfer efficiency increases with the decrease of
mode frequency. Fig. 6 shows the energy transfer efficiency and mode frequency versus
energetic particle pitch angle Λpeak. The energy transfer efficiency increases with Λpeak,
while the mode frequency decreases with the increase of Λpeak. Again, the energy transfer
efficiency increases with the decrease of mode frequency. This figure suggests that the
EGAM is a kind of energetic-particle-driven mode (EPM) whose frequency is determined
by energetic particles. The result is similar to Fig. 10 of Ref. [39], but in the present
work, the mode frequency changes only approximately 10% by changing Λpeak, while in
Fig. 10 of Ref. [39], the frequency changes approximately 40%. In the present work, the
simulated EGAM is the low-frequency branch, while the mode in Ref. [39] is the high-
frequency branch. The high-frequency branch is a kind of beam branch[16], it is weakly
coupled to the GAM continuum and more easily to be affected by energetic particles.
The lower frequency EGAMs make energy transfer efficiency higher because the
interactions between lower frequency mode and bulk ions are stronger. In experiment,
the higher energetic particle pressure (or higher NBI power), the lower NBI velocity,
and the higher number of perpendicular injected particles may be helpful for better
observation of EGAM channeling. But the energetic particle pressure should not be
too high, otherwise, the EGAM may be excited rapidly without frequency chirping, and
then the EGAM energy channel may close in a very short time.






































































































Figure 4. The energy transfer efficiency (line with triangle) and EGAM frequency
(line with circle) versus energetic particle pressure. The subscript “h” represents hot
































Figure 5. The energy transfer efficiency (line with triangle) and EGAM frequency
(line with circle) versus energetic particle beam energy or beam velocity. The subscript
































Figure 6. The energy transfer efficiency (line with triangle) and EGAM frequency
(line with circle) versus energetic particle pitch angle Λpeak.
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3.5. Energy transfer efficiency and plasma temperature
In addition to decreasing EGAM frequency, another possible way to increase energy
transfer efficiency is increasing transit frequency of bulk ions, or, increasing bulk plasma
temperature. Fig. 7 shows the energy transfer efficiency and mode frequency versus
square root of bulk ion temperature Ti. The open triangle and circles represent the cases
with central peaked ion temperature profile, but this profile induces some numerical
instabilities for very low ion temperature cases. Thus, some other cases with uniform
ion temperature profiles are used to demonstrate the dependence of Ti as shown by
closed triangles and circles. The energy transfer efficiency increases with Ti. Also,
the mode frequency linearly increases with
√
Ti. The increase of
√
Ti (or bulk ion
transit frequency ftr,ion) is faster than the increase of mode frequency fEGAM , and thus,
the ratio of ftr,ion/fEGAM increases and the energy transfer efficiency increases. The
frequencies of open circles and closed circles are very close to each other, because the
EGAM frequency is mainly determined by energetic particles, not by plasma profiles.
The closed triangles are higher than the open triangles, because for the closed triangles,






























Figure 7. The energy transfer efficiency (line with closed triangle) and EGAM
frequency (line with closed circle) versus square root of bulk ion temperature
√
Ti
with uniform ion temperature profile. The open triangles and circles represent the
cases with central peaked ion temperature profile.
In experiment, the higher bulk ion temperature or the wider bulk ion temperature
profile may be helpful for better observation of EGAM channeling.
3.6. Energy transfer efficiency and dissipation coefficients
The dissipation coefficients includes viscosity ν, diffusivity νn, and resistivity η. They
appear in MHD equations of MEGA code[22, 54–56, 58]. In the present work, the
dissipation coefficients ν, νn, and η/µ0 are assumed to be equal to each other, where µ0
is the vacuum magnetic permeability. The dissipation coefficients are useful to maintain
numerical stability, and the dissipation terms play a physical role in enhancing the








































































Simulation of EGAM channeling using MEGA code 10
damping of EGAMs. These coefficients affect both the mode amplitude and the energy
transfer efficiency, as shown in Fig. 8. Both the energy transfer efficiency and the
mode amplitude decrease with the dissipation coefficients. More energy dissipates by
increasing the dissipation coefficients, and thus, less energy can be transferred to the
bulk ions. In the experiment, the value of resistivity η is approximately 10−9 Ω ·m or
10−8 Ω ·m, but in Fig. 8, the range of η is from 1.8 × 10−5 Ω ·m to 1.6 × 10−4 Ω ·m.
In the present simulation, the numerical stability can not be maintained if lower values
of η are applied. Then, it becomes impossible to quantitatively compare the simulated



























Figure 8. The energy transfer efficiency (line with triangle) and EGAM amplitude
(line with circle) versus dissipation coefficients.
3.7. Isotope effect
Isotope effect is important for burning plasma. Then, Fig. 9(a) shows the energy transfer
efficiency and mode frequency versus plasma mass number. The EGAM frequency in
deuterium plasma is lower than that in hydrogen plasma because the acoustic wave
speed varies inversely with the square root of ion mass. The energy transfer efficiency
in deuterium plasma is also lower than that in hydrogen plasma, which is difficult to
explain. In the simulation of deuterium plasma, the mass number changed by the factor
of 2, and the beam energy ENBI remains 170 keV. Thus, the orbit width is changed
by the factor of
√
2, and accordingly, many basic properties are changed. Then, it
is not appropriate to directly compare the energy transfer efficiency. Also, the three-
dimensional configuration and the profiles of density and temperature are based on a
realistic low density hydrogen plasma discharge, but in the deuterium plasma discharge,
the configuration and the profiles are different. Then, again, it is not appropriate
to directly compare the energy transfer efficiency. Fig. 9(b) shows the mode profiles
of m/n = 0/0 component in hydrogen plasma and deuterium plasma. The other
components are negligible, as shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [51]. In the deuterium plasma,
the mode width becomes larger, and thus, the energetic particle redistribution and loss
become easier. The EGAM may be worse in deuterium plasma for more particle loss
and less energy transfer in the present case.
























































































































Figure 9. (a) The energy transfer efficiency (line with triangle) and EGAM amplitude
(line with circle) versus dissipation coefficients. (b) The mode profiles of m/n = 0/0
component in hydrogen plasma and deuterium plasma.
4. Summary
The properties of EGAM channeling are systematically investigated for the first time,
and mode profiles in three-dimensional form are presented. Six conclusions are found
as follows. First, during the EGAM activities without frequency chirping, EGAM
channeling occurs in the linear growth stage but terminates in the decay stage after
saturation. During the EGAM activities with frequency chirping, EGAM channeling
occurs continuously in both linear growth stage and nonlinear saturated stage. Second,
during the existence of the EGAM energy channel, the bulk ion heating power increases
with time, but the energy transfer efficiency (Eion/EEP ) does not change because both
the energy absorption of bulk ions and the energy loss of energetic particles change
together. Third, lower frequency EGAMs make energy transfer efficiency higher because
the interactions between lower frequency mode and bulk ions are stronger. This is
confirmed by changing the parameters of energetic particle pressure, energetic particle
beam energy, and energetic particle pitch angle. Fourth, higher bulk ion temperature
makes energy transfer efficiency higher because the transit frequency of bulk ions ftr,ion
is higher, and thus, more bulk ions are resonant with mode and absorb energy. Fifth,
the energy transfer efficiency increases with the decrease of dissipation coefficients. Less
energy dissipates by decreasing the dissipation coefficients, and thus, more energy can
be transferred to the bulk ions. Last, the isotope effect is analyzed with a hydrogen
plasma configuration and with the hydrogen plasma density and temperature profiles.
Under these conditions, the energy transfer efficiency in the deuterium plasma is lower
than in the hydrogen plasma.
In experiment, the higher NBI power, the lower NBI velocity, the higher number of
perpendicular injected particles, the higher bulk ion temperature, and the wider bulk
ion temperature profile are probably applicable strategies for improving observation
of EGAM channeling. Also, it is possible that EGAM channeling can be more easily
observed in hydrogen plasma than that in deuterium plasma.
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